To the world of infinite ZERO

Ultra-precision auto balancing device

《 ZERO SHIN 》mounting wheel
Innovative reform,In search of infinite possibilities
Achieve high performance!
For various rotation fields!

world's first!
Achieves ultimate zero-core rotation and
zero-core running

Auto balancing device "ZERO SHIN"
※ Balancer patent
Patent registration No. 4522493（Japan)
(International Patent registered: USA, China, India, Indonesia, etc.)

By simply replacing the conventional fixed balance
rotating part with the auto balancing device "Zero
shin", it maintains zero core rotation without
deterioration and consumption without the need for
electricity, magnetism, and time-consuming correction,
and high efficiency and high energy saving operation.
Companies who are having trouble with the runout of
the rotating part. We propose the installation of the
auto balancing device "Zero shin" to help companies who
want to improve safety and driving performance as
much as possible.

[Technical features]
1. By simply attaching the auto-balancing device "Zero shin" to the rotating
part, the three weights in the balance device instantly balance,
eliminating core shake due to fluctuations in the running load and
improving running performance.
2. By using the auto balancing device "Zero shin", it is possible to prevent
deterioration over time, extend the service life, suppress vibration noise,
and as a result, the energy saving effect has been improved by about
30%.
3. By simply replacing the conventional aluminum wheels with aluminum
wheels equipped with the auto-balancing device "Zero shin", it is possible
to achieve a fuel efficiency improvement of approximately 30%.

[Examples of achievements using technology]
1. Installed on wheel flanges for grinding machines
2. Installed on tooling for machining centers
3. Installed on various types of rotating spindles
4. Installed on chucks for lathes
5. Installed on aluminum wheels
6. Installed on power generators
7. Installed on stabilizers

Example of mounting the auto balancing device "ZERO SHIN"

No electricity, No magnetic power required!
"ZERO SHIN" only needs rotational force
"ZERO SHIN" changes the rotational force into
centripetal force and brings the deflection
close enough to "zero".

Pursuit of dynamic runout accuracy
Are you looking for static runout with no load?
Or are you looking for dynamic runout accuracy
under machining load conditions?
"ZERO SHIN" balances and seeks the center
against fluctuations in machining load.

Auto balancing device "ZERO SHIN" mounting running test
4-wheel balancer built-in integrated aluminum wheel mounting running test
* Passenger car Toyota 1800cc Allion front-wheel drive 4-seater including driver
* Mileage Approximately 40km round trip High-speed performance check on general
roads and highways
* First, four people tested twice with normal tires.
* Next, I replaced it with a balancer-mounted wheel and tested it twice.
The impression of riding is that the normal wheel vibrates greatly when traveling 140 km,
and it is impossible to do more.
The expression was that the wheel with balancer had less vibration even at 150km, and
the higher the speed, the less vibration it had and the more stable it was, and the more it
ran smoothly.

Overall, it seems that the start, corner, and acceleration also felt different
from the normal wheels.

Aluminum wheel with balancer installation photo
After traveling a mileage of 448km from Tokyo Hachioji to Osaka Hirakata with a balancerequipped wheel, I refueled the tank with gasoline, and the gasoline consumption was 19.4
liters.
There were two coffee times, one meal break, and a total running time of 8 hours.
Result: The conditions were not good due to the strong wind and snow on the way in the
winter climate, but the average fuel consumption value of Allion was 21.1km, which was
lower than the old type 24.5km.
However, the actual fuel consumption was 19.4 liters when refueling with full gasoline for a
mileage of 448 km.

As a result, the real fuel consumption was 23.09km / h.
Postscript: The number of passengers is one driver. And 4 normal tires and 4 studless tires
are placed in the car.

Auto balancing device "ZERO SHIN" installed, roller
running test
Test run 1

High-speed camera image at Allion 1800cc
Point movement measurement from 0 to 180km / h

走行テスト ２

0-180km / h tachometer and speedometer image

Equipped with auto balancing device "ZERO SHIN"
High-speed camera image of roller running
Test run 2

No balancer

There is little movement of points from 0 to 180km / h acceleration.
The tire diameter is small

Test run 3

With balancer

Movement of points from 0 to 180km / h acceleration. Large tire diameter,
close to maximum diameter.

shocking! "ZERO SHIN" wheel running result

せ

[Driving data]
<Case of driving on general roads>
Demonstration of driving with Toyota Allion 1500cc. Departure from Sonenji Temple, Hirakata
City, Osaka Prefecture. Cross the mountain in the direction of Ujitawara via Route 307. Arrived in
Otsu City, Shiga Prefecture (around Lake Biwa). The total distance is 218.8km with a two-day
round trip.
After that, when I filled up the gasoline, I got 11.38 liters. When you calculate the actual fuel
consumption, how! The result is the same as the fuel consumption value in the catalog.
Compared to the listed JC08 mode 19.2km / L, the actual fuel consumption is the same as
19.226km / L.Also, despite the 5km traffic jam on the way, good results were obtained.

<Case of highway driving>
In the same car, take the expressway from the Keihan Expressway Hirakata Higashi Interchange on
6/17 (Sat.), get off at the Fukui Kita Interchange on the Hokuriku Expressway, and drive a little
on the general road to the 8th Ramen Parking Lot, round trip 396.1. Demonstration of running
km.
On the way, there was an accident at the place past the Meishin Expressway Yokaichi Interchange,
and there was a traffic jam of 8km. It takes an hour to pass, and I get on the highway after 10
o'clock. Arrived at the 8th ramen parking lot in Fukui around 13:50. It took 3 hours and 50
minutes.
After the meal, we left at around 14:10. The return was smooth, and I arrived at the office around
17:00, which took 2 hours and 50 minutes.
When the gasoline is full (16.86 liters refueling) and the actual fuel consumption is calculated, it is
23.49km / L. Considering the traffic jams on the way, the result was overwhelming.

「postscript」
The temperature inside the vehicle is always set to 26 ° C. In addition, the outside air
temperature was 28 ° C to 30 ° C, and there were many sunny days.

Auto balancing device "ZERO SHIN"
Image with and without mounting
October, 2014 Yoshiday

Running test with or without adhesion of 3-point
balancer device to aluminum wheels

Central circuit 18 laps (50.472km) driving comparison test run

Wheel without balancer

Wheel with balancer

Auto balancing device "ZERO SHIN" 3-point
weight attached photo
March 2014 Yoshiday

3-point balancer pasting type

3-point balancer

Mounting jig

Auto balance device "zero core" mounting test
run data
No1-1

<Continued on the next page>

Auto balance device "zero core" mounting test
run data
No1-2

<Continued from the previous page>

Installation example of auto balancing device
"ZERO SHIN"

Proposal for installation of auto balance device
"ZERO SHIN"
Directly linked to energy saving, environment, safety and stability of automobiles

Application to electric vehicles. etc, further improve fuel efficiency

All possibilities for axes of rotation
・ Increased bearing wear time
・ Expansion of maintenance cycle
・ Lubricant reduction
・ Vibration reduction due to uneven wear
・ Extended life due to uniform wear of bearings
・ Shaking of the handle due to vibration is reduced
・ Mitigating the danger of driving
・ Indoor quietness
・ Improves fuel economy by about 30%
・Engine load reduction
・ Car vibration noise reduction
・ Stability at high speeds
・ Extension of life due to uniform wear of tires

Realization of high-speed stable running of high-speed railway vehicles

Reduction of wheel uneven wear and rail damage when driving on curves

※ Some images are quoted from the internet.

Proposal for balance improving with auto balancing device
“ZERO SHIN”
The auto balancing device "ZERO SHIN" takes the dynamic balance, which is impossible
with the conventional fixed balance, without adjusting the balance, and improves the
rotation core shake.
We propose the world's first auto balancing device "ZERO SHIN" that solves various
problems of various rotating parts and extends energy saving, resource saving, life,
processing accuracy, etc.!
[Various industrial fields required]
To car rotation axis

To railroad rotation axis

To ship rotation axis

To aluminum wheels

To wheels and shafts

To propeller shaft

To wind power

To the rotating part

To aircraft engine

To engine shaft

※Some images are quoted from the internet.

To generator

To rotating shaft

Auto balancing device
（オートバランス装置）

Reform of the innovation
（革新の改革）

Infinite possibility
（無限の可能性）
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